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K Ambassador Dimechkie said that on his Government's instructions he had the
previous day discussed with Dr. FitzGerald of' ICA the proposed termination of'
United States technical assistance to Lebanon at the end of fiscal year 1962. He
had received from Dr. FitzGerald a highly satisfactory and lucid explanation of
the economic reasons for the United States Government decision. These he would
convey to his government in detail. However, there remain certain political as-
pects of the U.S. decision which he wished to bring to Assistant Secretary Talbot's
attention.

Ambassador Dimechkie said President Chehab feels the United States Operations
Mission in Lebanon is doing an excellent, politically disinterested job. Many
p lans have been drawn up which are now reaching the stage .of implementation. The
President wishes to make two specific requests: (1) he hopes there will be no
arbitrary cutoff of technical assistance--that all projects now underway will be
completed; (2) he hopes that an ICA skeleton staff will remain after June 1962.
The purpose of (2) is to avoid giving the impression that the United States has
lost interest in Lebanon, and to avoid also, losing a valuable point of contact -
and consultation w3D; ii8IMW States in regard to U.S.-Lebanon cooperation in
Lebanon's economic development. Ambassador Dimechkie added that many problems
exist between the United States and the Arab world; . it seems- a shame-ts do away
with one of the most successful examples of cooperation.

' Vi ' k1)bW ! 20
Mr. Talbot said he hopes Ambassador Dimechkie understands that the United

States' decision regarding termination of technical assistance to Lebanon does no
preclude proyidingthe &ee L'a technicians from time to times on an ad hoc
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basis. It is always difficult to know what to do when a country reaches the
pointt where it can do without foreign assistance, where it can make its own

economic decisions, and retain contractors and consultants without foreign
advice. Mr. Talbot said he believes that reaching this point should be a source
of considerable pride to the several nations which will come to it during the
next decade. United States insistence on terminating assistance programs when
this point is reached is indicative of the disinterestedness of our programs.
Certainly the U.S. decision regarding technical assistance to Lebanon should not
be construed as any diminution of interest in Lebanon's development. In the
coming year many changes in the organization of United States foreign assistance
will take place. Ambassador Dimechkie can be assured that the United States is
sympathetic to President'Chehab's request and that any problems which may result
from the termination of our technical assistance program in Lebanon will continue
to be studied sympathetically as the new instrumentalities of foreign aid come
into being.
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